
Introduction 
to



Ver24 is downloadable, 6.92Mb zipped
Ver24 auto install, no serial number required.
Ver24 has the following changes:

EZ-Logic
    1.    Changed wire traces to count as connected if the wires overlap.
    2.    A "Show Wire Tip" option has been added. This will show a white space where a wire
overlaps when extending a lead.    This disappears when the connection is actually made.
    3.    Added a "dangling wire warning. Shows an unconnected wire when Design Check is run.
    4.    Made the error box dialog area bigger so messages will not be cut off.
    5.    Fixed a bug in the dialog that shows errors. It was not initially showing the flash location
for the indicated problem.
    6.    Fixed an internal memory leak in the text table.
    7.    Fixed bug that was causing unconnected pins not to be reported.
   
EZ-Board
    1.    Fixed bug in the Pour command. It will now do multiple pours in the same command and
connect the new blocks together (if they have the same net name). Before if you poured two
rectangles of GND that overlapped, they would not touch each other.
    2.    Moving objects will now do a "pan bump" if the screen edge is hit.
 
EZ-Symbol
    1.    D and E sheet symbols have been fixed.
    2.    Grid snap is independent from the layout grid. You can now snap without showing the
layout grid.
    
General
    1.    Zooming in/out with the hot key, Ctrl Home, Ctrl PgUp, Ctrl PgDn will now position on
the cursor. NOTE you need to place cursor on a symbol part for this to work correctly.
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CD information
 

In the cd  EXTRA folder, (not installed), BCIT libraries are found in 
the New folder in Parts. 

To use the full footprint library, find and double click EzReg.exe. Look in
Extra\New\Register. This will automatically install 152 pad descriptions and

footprints will look better.  In Footprints folder, copy both libraries to C:\program
Files\Bolin Software\EZ-Route2000 Demo\Footprints this will give you many more

footprints to use.
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EZ-Route2000 allows you to
open and work on Schematics
and PC Boards at the same
time.  Make and view Photo
Plot files, create or modify
schematic symbols and
libraries.

EZRoute2000 will open your PC-Pro, all EZRoute
board files and schematics.  NOTE schematics are
now *.slf files, rename your *.sch to *.slf and you can
load them as well.  (Microsoft in their wisdom is now
using .sch for use in newer programs).  
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Standard screen is B size, 
change from A to D   or custom sizes.
                 Turn on screen grid on or off.  
Select more sheets to draw on.

Create your board layouts directly if you
want, or enter the schematic first.
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Parts are loaded by: pressing
A and searching through
libraries, or
pressing  J   and typing the
part name,   or
clicking on your favorite
libraries, 
add more favorite libraries at
any time.

Symbols are
displayed
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Symbols can be
rotated by pressing
F10 or double
clicking placed
symbols then
selecting the rotation
required. 
 Or Mirror
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Correct selection
can make
schematics cleaner.

Draw the schematic,
then do a Design
Check.  This looks
your work over to see
if there  are  any
duplicated parts or
net problems.  Ver 24
will detect pins
without wires,
dangling wires
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Save your
schematic, then
make the Update
File.

This makes a file
with all the
footprints needed
and the connection
information for
the board

Save then
open the
board editor
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Open the board
editor without
needing to close
schematic.  By
pressing Window
you can open the
preloaded schematic
or board at any time.

In board, select Import
and Create board from
Update File, (or Update
board from update list for
previous board layouts).



9Select the update
file

Our parts are loaded on a 16" x
16" screen, in columns down the
left side and our update list is
displayed again.  This time with
more information.

Check the list bottom for any errors.
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Move the parts
to a smaller
area. 

In Edit select
Properties and
change the
screen size.
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We now have a smaller screen size and can
zoom in for a better look.
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Some ZOOM LEVELS
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Place the
footprints then
select Auto-
Router and Auto
schedule routes.



14Press Generate Schedule to place the
schematic wiring, “net or schedule
lines” on the board layout

Net or schedule lines

Number of lines to be placed
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Zoom in, 
select lnes, 
board layer
set line width.

Select the Mask to
use.  

Each layer has many
“masks”.  Conductor
is the copper mask.
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Press M, the
Hot Key for
Properties and
select the
working grid to
use.  Or type in
your
requirements.



17Place the cursor in a pad center, press
the mouse button to start laying traces. 
Notice  the schedule line changes from
green to pink, (you can change colors). 
Place the cursor into the next pad center,
press the mouse button to place the
trace.

When the trace is
placed the net line
disappears and you
are ready to place
the next trace.
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A big benefit for drawing the schematic and making a
update file is that you have error checking.  Notice I
drew a trace into a pad which was not on the correct
schedule or net.  An error box appears telling me that
there is a Net name conflict (short).  Pressing the back
arrow key will take that trace back to it’s point of origin.
 Connect the trace to the right pad.
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The finished board.  I modified the silk screen and added
text to the solder side.  Notice the background has
changed.
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Press   M and Board color then select the color you like. 
Almost everything can be modified.  Text, pads, silk screen etc
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Now to print to any windows installed
printer, plotter or produce gerber photoplot
files.  Excellon drill files can be produced as
well. 
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Gerber photoplot files as seen in the photoplot viewer.
Silk screen and solder sides.  The green lines shows the
film edge, red shows what is flashed, blue shows drawn
items.
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Symbol creation or
modification is easy.  The
symbol editor has an
interactive screen.  Place
a box, grab a corner and
pull it to the size you
want.  Add input and
output lines, text and
save.  Or use the Wizard,
enter pin count and the
symbol is created.



Our new symbol.

Some  new differences from older versions.

Trace is transparent until placed and there is a black dot at the 45
bend in traces.  The dot disappears when the trace is placed.
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Pads have been
increased from 25
to 1000.  This
allows more
surface mount
footprints.  Pads
are displayed as
they’re selected.

Multi-layers

When you design a
new pad, remember
if it’s to be rotated to
make  horizontal
and vertical pads.
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There are many more changes.  I know that you will be
very pleased with how this version works.

I send slideshows like this to offer my solution to your
questions/problems. 

Many changes were suggested by our users.  If you have
any ideas for future revisions, please email me  and I will
send them the Phil Bolin.

Thanks you for requesting the demo of EZRoute2000

EZRoute2000 is available from:
Specific Instruments Ltd
5115 Georgia Street
Burnaby, BC V5B 1V2
ph 604-291-6171
fx 604-298-4274

wrj60@telus.net                                 www.ezroute2000.com
                          www.ezr2000plus.com

Bill Jenkins (user and reseller of all versions since 1987)


